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Digital Tools for Teaching Math Remotely
Supporting Independent Practice with Explain Everything
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The OSSE TAL Professional Development Team works to deliver responsive systems of 
professional learning and high-quality technical support to District of Columbia LEAs and 
schools. 

Every Friday in June we will share digital tools that can be used to support the unique 
needs of teaching math remotely.

• Friday, June 5, 2020, 2-2:45 p.m. Facilitating Small Group Math Instruction with 
Microsoft Teams (Register here)

• Friday, June 12, 2020, 11-11:45 a.m. Supporting Independent Math Practice with 
Explain Everything (Register here)

• Friday, June 19, 2020, 2-2:45 p.m. Creating Instructional Math Videos with 
Screencastify (Register here)

• Friday, June 26, 2020, 11-11:45 a.m. Digital Math Assessments with Edulastic
(Register here)

OSSE Division of Teaching and Learning (TAL)

OSSE does not endorse these platforms but is sharing as information and resources. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This session is part of a 4-part series designated to connect teachers to tools that colleagues are using to teach mathematics. As we prepare for the 2020-21 school year and the uncertainty of what BTS may look like these tools can support math learning in a multitude of settings (completely remote, in-person, or hybrid). Participation in all 4 parts of the series is not required but attendance at 2 sessions is equal to 1 PLU.

https://octo.quickbase.com/db/bj339wddu?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_15=1041&z=54w
https://explaineverything.com/keep-calm-and-teach-online-free-explain-everything-for-closed-schools/
https://octo.quickbase.com/db/bj339wddu?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_15=1042&z=548
https://www.screencastify.com/education
https://octo.quickbase.com/db/bj339wddu?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_15=1043&z=55f
https://edulastic.com/teachers/
https://octo.quickbase.com/db/bj339wddu?a=API_GenAddRecordForm&_fid_15=1044&z=55n
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• Tanaga Rodgers

• Math Content Specialist

▪ NBCT, Early Adolescent Mathematics

▪ Gizmos! and Math Solutions

▪ Mom of school-aged children

• Tanaga.Rodgers@dc.gov

Your Facilitator
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• Alexa Cacibauda

• Grade 4 and 5 math
▪ Wheatley Education Campus

▪ DCPS for five years
▪ Twitter: mscacibaudadcps
▪ Email: alexa.cacibauda@k12.dc.gov

Panelist

mailto:alexa.cacibauda@k12.dc.gov
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Icebreaker

On a scale of cat, 
how are you feeling 

today? 
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Agreements
• Stay engaged

• Speak your truth

• Assume positive 
intent as others share

• Be kind to one 
another… we are all 
in this together!

Our Norms

Virtual Engagement
• Please use video 

when speaking

• Participate in 
chats and polls

• Keep mic on mute 
unless speaking to 
the group
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1. Tools & Resource Highlight 

2. Q&A + Group Discussion

3. Closing

Agenda



Tools & Resources
In Support of Distance Learning
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How can I support students independent math 
practice remotely?

• Explain Everything
▪ Collaborative
▪ Interactive whiteboard with infinite 

canvas
▪ Audio + Video + Notation
▪ Use with PDF, documents and slides
▪ Integrates with Google, Dropbox, 

YouTube, iCloud and BOX

OSSE does not endorse these platforms but is sharing as information and resources. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain Everything is a platform that allows users to visualize conversations with sketches and drawings. Creators can upload a picture, PDF or video and annotate on top of the canvas. You can invite others to write on the board with you at the same time or you can record your annotations to share with others. In today’s example Alexa is going to share why and how she’s been using Explain Everything…Alexa, Why did you start using this tool?
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What type of feedback are you receiving from 
parents and students?

Math with Ms.Cacibauda YouTube Channel

Screenshots of parent feedback and YouTube page.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we even talk about how to use the tool…I also want to share some of the feedback that Alexa is getting so that you can see for yourself what parents and students are saying…Generally speak through the type of feedback you’ve been getting.Questions from the audience?

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCp4gZjrgyq_YR_KjwHstdWQ
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What does it look like?

Video clip of an Explain Everything Video to support students understanding of fraction addition.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alexa will explain how she uses explain everything and then I’ll share a brief video clip from one of her videos. About how long does it take for you to record and put one of these together?
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Represent ideas and use models

Screenshot of an Explain Everything Video recorded to support understanding of fraction concepts.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s chat about some of the instructional benefits that Explain Everything has helped with as it pertains to teaching math. One of the impacts on instruction is that it in the remote learning environment it has provided students an opportunity to represent ideas and use models.Alexa, tell us about the screenshot on the slide from one of your videos. How did Explain Everything help your students understand how to use fraction models? Have Alexa share the benefits for students	-teacher model looks the same as what students are working on	-able to show how to use the model to divide and show each equivalent/renamed fraction.	
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Make connections between symbols & concepts

Screenshot of an Explain Everything Video with anchor chart to help students make connections.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s another example of how instruction was impacted with Explain Everything. With the whiteboard students were able to see and make connections between words, symbols and concepts. Alexa, tell us about this example here with the anchor chart.	-anchor charts posted directly into practice for students to reference as they work independently
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Receive immediate feedback 

Video example of providing students with an opportunity to receive immediate feedback.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alexa will share how Explain Everything has helped students receive immediate feedback on their independent practice.	 share video clip of asking students to work on their own and self-checkExamples:	-Learning is self-paced, students can pause and work on their own pace	-Students can self-check after they work the problems they playback to check their work as opposed to submitting electronically and waiting for it to be returned with graded/written feedbackAudience Question: Which benefits are of interest to you?
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Broadcast for Live Collaboration

Screenshot of a live collaboration demo using Explain Everything app.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://whiteboard.explaineverything.com/#BQGQHRXVGreat for remote lectures with small groups and other situations in which learning requires active participation. In this scenario, I’m going to share my whiteboard using a video conferencing solution (e.g. MS Teams) and make the Explain Everything whiteboard available to everyone via a link in a separate browser. Alexa is in a separate location and will have the ability to edit. Activity: Partition the beakers into fourths and thirds.
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• Consider the devices available. iPad, tablet or computer with a stylus to write 
are easiest if you are annotating on the document.

• PDF or picture of worksheet is a an easy start.

• Record video first if you’re doing explicit instruction.

• Use errors as teachable moments.

• Record in bite-size chunks.

• Determine privacy and comment settings on whichever platform you share the 
videos (ex: YouTube).

Recommendations

OSSE does not endorse these platforms but is sharing as information and resources. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain why you suggest the recommendations…



Q&A + Group Discussion
In Support of Distance Learning
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• Ensure that your video and audio are connected if you 
are using a phone for audio.

• Remember our norms for virtual engagement.

• There will be guided questions on the next slide; 
however, feel free to add other ideas and questions as 
needed.

Discussion Directions
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1. How were you supporting students independent 
math practice when teaching remotely?

2. How might you use Explain Everything in your 
classroom?

3. What challenges do you anticipate?

Discussion Questions



Closing & Next Steps



Technical Assistance is available

www.osse.dc.gov/distancelearning

• Choosing instructional materials
• Planning lessons

Thinking 
Partner

• Data Dives/Learning Walks
• Customized

Individual or 
Group Support

• Driven by student work
• Focused on student outcomes

Student-
Centered

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Technical assistance is available…it could look like working with a grade level team to record an explain everything video for a unit or pre-planning what content to include in your videoFor more tools as it relates to distance learning check out the Distance Learning Website: www.osse.dc.gov/distancelearning  

http://www.osse.dc.gov/distancelearning


CONTACT INFO

NAME:

TITLE:

EMAIL:

PHONE:

OSSE SOCIAL
MEDIA

facebook.com/ossedc

twitter.com/ossedc

youtube.com/DCEducation

www.osse.dc.gov

DIVISION OF TEACHING &
LEARNING

WEBSITE:
https://osse.dc.gov/service/k-12-
teaching-and-learning-resources

UPCOMING PD TRAININGS:
https://osse.dc.gov/events

SUBSCRIBE TO TAL PD BULLETIN:
http://eepurl.com/gBFkKw

5/22/2020 22

Tanaga Rodgers

Math Content Specialist

Tanaga.Rodgers@dc.gov

301-437-4704

https://osse.dc.gov/service/k-12-teaching-and-learning-resources
https://osse.dc.gov/events
http://eepurl.com/gBFkKw
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